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Abstract

Named Data Networking (NDN) is a new paradigm for the future Internet in-

frastructure based on routable named data. The NDN infrastructure consists

of a new component called strategy layer. The strategy layer allows for dynam-

ically selecting network interfaces taking into account network conditions such

as delay to forward Interest messages toward a provider. However, defining

proper criteria for selecting the best possible paths to forward Interest messages

is challenging in this network because different parameters and conditions con-

flict one another when choosing the best interfaces. Moreover, in NDN, data

can be retrieved from different sources. However, to the best of our knowledge,

the previous forwarding strategy methods that can estimate from which path

the valid data can be fetched have not considered an attacker who tries to inject

fake data with the same name as valid data. Therefore, in this paper, we take

a holistic, adaptive forwarding approach that takes into account various met-

rics: bandwidth, load, delay, and reliability. Especially, we propose a reliability

metric that defines which path is more stable and reliable to retrieve legitimate

data. Our evaluation demonstrates that the proposed method enables reliable

message delivery against potential attackers that inject invalid data, in addi-
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tion, our method introduces marginal delay compared with the conventional

forwarding methods in NDN.

Keywords: Named Data Networking (NDN), Information-Centric Network

(ICN), Strategy layer, reliable, forwarding approach, invalid data

1. Introduction

Due to the drastic increasing number of Internet users, the current IP based

infrastructure exposes limitations such as the usage of bandwidth, performance

of the network and security, and original server load. From users' perspec-

tive, the importance of data itself holds higher priority than the location it

is fetched from; however, the current IP-based infrastructure is based on the

end host IP address (location of data). Due to this incompatibility, the is-

sues such as availability, security, and location dependency affect users and

network performance. Therefore, these limitations and incompatibility have

motivated researchers to explore a new replacement for the current Internet

infrastructure. Named Data Networking (NDN), which is an instantiation of

Information-Centric Network (ICN), uses independent location data name, in-

network caching, and data-based security (instead of channel-based security)

to retrieve content from nearby a requester. Therefore, NDN which is based

on content-centric communication rather than host-centric communication is a

good candidate to be implemented in the future Internet infrastructure [1, 2].

Moreover, some works such as [3] show that using an application name directly

in the network layer can improve efficient data dissemination. In NDN, data is

distributed by pervasive caching to enhance responding time and load balancing

in the network[4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

To route a message, both a routing protocol and a forwarding strategy should

be considered. The main difference between routing protocols and forwarding

strategies is that routing protocols clarify which routes can meet a request while

forwarding approaches can reveal the benefits and the order of the routes [9]. In

NDN, the routing protocol acts the same as IP networks while the forwarding
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strategy can update adaptively to refine the network problem quickly [10]. Fur-

thermore, because of NDN features such as multihoming and ubiquitous caching,

hop by hop forwarding control is more appropriate than that conventional end

to end congestion control. This is due to the fact that data can be fetched from

different distances and sources, so forwarding control should be applied on each

node rather than an end node. Therefore, according to network conditions and

requirements, which can have contradict with each other, the forwarding strat-

egy should define an appropriate route(s) among available paths in each node

to improve network performance [2].

In this work, we concentrate on the forwarding strategy, and we assume that

a router contains all available paths for every content (data), so the proposed

reliable adaptive forwarding approach selects the best path among the available

routes to forward an Interest message toward a given content.

Although there are some forwarding strategy methods proposed for NDN

[2, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], to the best of our knowledge, none of them considers an

attacker, which injects fake data with the same name as valid data, to select a

proper forwarding path for an Interest messages toward the source. However,

in this paper, the proposed method defines a new parameter named as the

reliability metric which is a combination of three parameters: popularity of

the content message, credibility of the peer, and negative feedback. Popularity

is proportional to the number of requests that a router receives for a given

content. The credibility of the peer is calculated based on the trust value of the

contents that the peer has sent to a router. In other words, the router based

on the proposed method calculates the trust value of each content that a peer

sends. Therefore, the router will calculate the credibility of that peer based

on the trust value of contents that this peer has sent to the router. Negative

feedback is proportional to a number of the negative users' responses that a

router receives for a given content. Therefore, the proposed method takes into

account the reliability metric to estimate from where valid data can be fetched,

and also the other metrics, namely, load balancing, bandwidth, and delay are

computed to select the best interface to forward an Interest message toward
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the source of corresponding data. Finally, the proposed method is evaluated by

means of the NS-3 simulator, and simulation results prove that the proposed

reliable adaptive forwarding method can act better than conventional forwarding

methods in counteracting the attacker's injection of fake contents. The main

contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. Applying a new parameter called reliability in the forwarding strategy.

2. Defining a trust method to evaluate validity of data and calculate the

reliability parameter.

3. Using a metric which is combination of different network parameters: de-

lay, bandwidth, load balancing and reliability to rank each interface for

the specific prefix.

4. Evaluation of the proposed method against the attacker's injected invalid

data to the network, and the improvement over the previous technique in

retrieving valid data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the forwarding strategies

in NDN which contains NDN overview and related work will be explained in

Section 2. In Section 3, the system model and problem statement are presented

followed by the description of the proposed method in Section 4. Evaluation of

the proposed method and simulation results are presented in Section 5. Finally,

some conclusions and future work are outlined in Section 6.

2. Forwarding Strategy in NDN

In this section, first we explain the NDN infrastructure briefly with empha-

sizing how routing and forwarding work in NDN, and then we discuss related

work regarding forwarding strategies in this network.

2.1. NDN overview

NDN is the name based network where the communication is controlled by

a receiver with two kinds of packets, namely, Interest and Data messages and
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each router contains three core parts: Pending Interest Table (PIT), Forwarding

Information Base (FIB), and Content Store (CS). Routers use the PIT to store

an unsatisfied Interest message and the corresponding interface from which they

receive the Interest message. The FIB contains information regarding available

paths for each prefix, and CS is used to cache data in a router. Today IP

Internet uses two planes: routing plane and data plane to deliver a packet. At

the routing plane, routers update their routes and select the proper path to the

destinations to build their forwarding table (FIB1). In the data plane, the routers

send the data message on the path defined by FIB. Therefore, routing plane is

adaptable; whereas, there is no adaptability per packet in FIB. Moreover, in

the IP network, the FIB contains a single best hop while in NDN, the routers

contain a ranked list of interfaces in their FIB table [10].

In NDN, the routing plane acts the same as the IP network while the data

plane serves in two phases: In the first phase, a consumer sends an Interest

message to the network. If a router does not have the corresponding data, it

will either keep an interface from which it receives the Interest and forward

the Interest or drop the Interest based on the FIB table. In the second phase,

the Data packet returns to the user on the reverse path the routers receive the

Interest message. Moreover, each router updates its FIB table adaptively by

recording the pending Interests and observing the data packets coming back. In

other words, by measuring time and receiving data packets from the interface

for the specific Interest message, each router can rank the interface of its FIB

table for that Interest message. Later on, based on this ranking, the router

forwards the Interests on the interfaces with the highest ranks. Moreover, in

NDN, routing protocols such as the Named-data Link State Routing protocol

(NLSR), which is a link state routing protocol that can run on top of NDN, can

produce multiple-next hops for a specific content [16]. Therefore, the forwarding

strategy can use routing information and other network conditions to select a

proper path to forward an Interest message.

1Forwarding Information Based (FIB) also known as forwarding table or Mac table
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2.2. Related Work

The first forwarding strategy used in ICN is known as ncc which selects the

best interface based on receiving the data packet within a specific time called

prediction timer after sending the Interest message. The best route forwarding

strategy, which is also a default method in NFD 0.4, selects the best interface

based on the least cost defined by the routing protocol [17]. Furthermore, in [18],

the authors evaluate the existing forwarding approaches on the performance of

the network and satisfied users' requests. From bird's eye view, the forward-

ing strategies can be classified into four groups [9]: congestion control, aware

forwarding, blind forwarding, and adaptive forwarding.

In congestion control methods, control traffic is considered to select the

best interface. Methods based on Interest shape schemes define Interest rate

limitation to control congestion of the network [12]. Since the size of the Inter-

est messages is smaller than the Data messages, Interest shape schemes prefer

to drop Interest messages before having to drop Data messages. In adaptive

forwarding methods, defining an interface is dynamically based on network con-

ditions such as packet delivery and link failure. Adaptive forwarding methods

proposed by Cheng et al.[10], Haiyang et al.[19], and Raffaele et al.[20] try to

find a balance between different metrics to select proper interfaces. Moreover,

Mastorakis et al.[21] propose a forwarding method based on tracking data deliv-

ery and controlling network load to rank each interface. Moreover, this method

tries to detect link failure, congestion, and hijacking attack in each router and

sends a NACK message back to downstream. However, still it is not clear how

to differentiate between hijacker and link failure. In the former, specific data

will be dropped; but in the later, the path may be recovered after sometime.

In this method, the router can decide to send NACK after Interest expiration

time. Blind forwarding approaches try to overcome flooding problems such as

collision and high overhead with different approaches like time-based method

[22] and counter based suppression [23]. In the aware forwarding strategies, the

nodes use the neighbors and the content source to select the next-hop node.

The direction-selective forwarding method [24] is one of the aware forwarding
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protocols which uses the farthest node in each quadrant of its surroundings as

the next-hop for forwarding the packet.

In this paper, we assume that each router gets information of multi-next

hops (interfaces) for the specific content by a routing protocol, and the pro-

posed method concentrates on forwarding strategy to select the best interface

among available interfaces for a given content. We should mention that there are

forwarding strategies [17, 10] that use a NACK message to detect non-existing

contents quickly and select the appropriate interface to forward the Interest

messages. However, as mentioned in [25], although using NACK can be useful

in mitigating Interest flooding attacks, it can cause some security issues such

as producer-bound flooding attacks. Therefore, to prevent NACK poisoning

attacks, the NACK messages should be secured. However, signing NACK can

trigger other issues such as needing to fetch and verify the public key certifica-

tion and revocation challenges. Conclusively, in [25], the authors recommend to

avoid NACK, therefore, we avoid using NACK in our proposed method. Fur-

thermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no forwarding approach which

considers a security metric and validity of the path to detect an attacker inject-

ing fake data with the same name as valid data to the network for selecting a

proper interface. Therefore, in our method, we not only consider network met-

rics such as delay and bandwidth, we also consider the reliability metric, which

is used to evaluate validity of the path, to select the proper interface.

3. System Model and Problem Statement

3.1. System Design Overview

In general, our system includes three entities: user, router, and provider.

When a user sends a request by transferring an Interest message to the network,

the Data message can be retrieved from any node (router) if it is available in its

cache. Otherwise, the router forwards the Interest message toward the provider.

The proposed forwarding algorithm is implemented in the intervening routers
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Figure 1: Attack Scenario

to forward an Interest message toward the proper provider with considering

network conditions.

As we mentioned, the FIB is a database which is filled with routing protocols,

and it contains interfaces for each prefix to forward Interest messages toward

providers. However, selecting a proper interface among available interfaces to-

ward a provider can be done adaptively according to the network conditions

and users' feedback.

Therefore, the proposed reliable adaptive forwarding method can be imple-

mented in FIB to select a proper interface to forward Interest messages toward

a proper source of data. The details of the proposed method and how it can

detect the valid path from the invalid one will be explained in Section 4.

3.2. Problem Statement

In NDN, the forwarding strategy can update adaptively to obtain flexible

forwarding behavior according to network conditions. Moreover, there can be

multiple choices (interfaces) for forwarding an Interest message toward a corre-

sponding data message. However, defining which interface(s) can better satisfy

users' requests and improve the network performance is based on different pa-

rameters such as delay, bandwidth, and load balancing that can have conflict

with each other. Therefore, there is always a challenge to define proper parame-

ters and a suitable metric based on these parameters to select the best interface

(route) adaptively.
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While different parameters can be considered for ranking an interface, to

the best of our knowledge, a parameter which can estimate from where valid

data can be retrieved is not addressed by previous NDN forwarding approaches

well. By valid data, we mean uncorrupted data by which a legitimate user

will be satisfied. 2 For instance, as shown in Figure 1 in the case where the

attacker as a provider tries to inject invalid contents from path (a) that is nearer

to the consumer than a valid provider(path (b) in Figure1), the conventional

forwarding strategies fail to send packets toward the valid provider. This is due

to the fact that the conventional forwarding strategy selects the shortest path

to satisfy the Interest message, so the conventional forwarding method sends

the Interest message toward the invalid provider which is closer than the valid

provider. Therefore, finding a forwarding strategy that can recognize a valid

path, where valid data can be fetched, from an invalid one will improve the

network performance and mitigate the effect of the attack that injects fake data

to the network.

Moreover, an adversary can be a provider or an intervening router polluted

with fake data. Adversary can be a proactive attacker which can compromise set

of users and providers and anticipate users' Interests to inject fake data to the

network and pollute intervening routers [26]. However, in this paper, collusion

attacks are not taken into account. Even if it is impossible to totally defeat the

collusion attacks without verifying the signature, we believe that our method

can mitigate the effect of these attacks in the case that a number of legal users

are not less than illegal users. This is due to the fact that decreasing the trust

value of the proposed method with negative feedback is faster than increasing

this value. The detail of the proposed method will be given in Section 4.

2A user can verify data signature to authenticate data, however, since verifying signature

in intervening routers is not practical, we assume that intervening routers do not validate data

by verifying signatures.
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Table 1: Standard Notation Used in This Paper

Notation Description

πc Popularity of content c

nc Total number of the Content messages that a router receives

Sr,c Set of peers who sent requests for content c

Sf,c Set of peers who sent negative feedback for content c

Ss,c Set of peers who sent content c

|Ss,c| Size of set Ss,c

fc Negative feedback for content c

nc,j The number of the contents that peer j has sent to a router

λ(c) Popularity ratio of content c in a router

CRj Credibility of the peer j for a router

CRn
j New credibility value of peer j

CRn−1
j Previous credibility value of peer j

C̃Rj Currently estimated credibility value of peer j

T (c) Trust value of content c

Tn(c) New trust value of content c

Tn−1(c) Previous trust value of content c

T̃ (c) Currently estimated trust value of content c

NRTT New RTT value

oldRTT Previous RTT value

BWi Interface bandwidth between two nodes

BW Reverse of BWi scaled by 107

d Default credibility value of the peers in between zero and one

α Constant delay weighing factor in between zero and one

β Weight on the previous trust value w.r.t. experience

γ Weight on the previous credibility value w.r.t. experience

m Number of hops

4. Proposed Method

As aforementioned, an exemplary forwarding strategy defines the best inter-

face to forward an Interest message toward a corresponding provider. Therefore,

we propose a new ranking method to select a proper interface for forwarding

the Interest message toward the valid provider. We prefer to use the Enhanced

Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) metric than the NLSR protocol
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for the reason that NLSR defines only one parameter which is cost of reaching

a destination to rank each interface for a specific prefix; however, the EIGRP

metric uses multiple parameters. We modify the EIGRP metric and apply it

in NDN to rank each interface for each prefix in a router. The EIGRP is an

advanced distance-vector routing protocol which is developed by Cisco systems

and suitable for various networks and topologies [27]. The EIGRP metric is

based on four parameters: bandwidth, delay, load, and reliability. However, we

consider three metrics, namely, popularity, negative feedback, and credibility

to calculate the reliability metric. Table 1 shows the notation used in this pa-

per. From a bird's eye view, as shown in Figure 2, the proposed method can

be divided into two parts: the load balancing metric and the reliability metric.

While popularity, negative feedback, and credibility define the reliability metric,

Round Trip Time (RTT) delay, load, and bandwidth define the load balancing

metric. Therefore, we use the EIGRP metric defined in (1) to calculate the

rank for each interface of the specific prefix, so we can select the best interface

according to (1). To support 64 bit calculation, in the EIGRP metric, coeffi-

cient of 256 is considered as illustrated in (1). We should mention that the rank

determined for each interface of the prefix is the inverse of the metric computed

in (1), in other words, the interface with the lowest metric has the highest rank

for the specific prefix. In the following sub-sections, we explain each part of the

proposed method in details.

metric = {BW + BW
256−load + delay} × { 1

reliability+1} × 256 (1)

4.1. Load balancing metric

The load balancing metric is a combination of RTT, load, and bandwidth

parameters. According to (1), each term can be calculated as follows.

The BW is the reverse interface bandwidth (BWi) between two nodes, and

it is scaled by a factor of 107. Furthermore, the interface bandwidth is expressed
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Figure 2: Proposed method diagram.

in kilobits per second, and the BW metric is computed as shown in (2).

BW =
107

BWi
(2)

The delay term is RTT defined for each interface of the specific prefix. The

RTT of each interface will be updated according to the delay between sending

an Interest message and receiving the corresponding Data message from that

interface. At first, we consider default RTT for each interface of the prefix.

Therefore, RTT will be updated for each interface as mentioned in (3).

delay = (α.oldRTT) + (1− α)NRTT (3)

Where α is the constant weighting factor 0 ≤ α < 1. Furthermore, the delay

is expressed in tens of microseconds.

The load term is the volume of traffic flowing via the interface to the total

traffic from all interfaces. Moreover, traffic volume for each interface is total

size of Interest and Data messages that is sent or received via that interface.

The load is a value between 1 and 255. Since the ratio of the traffic flow from

the interface to total traffic is the value between zero and one, the load value

term is rescaled by using (4) to be in the range of 1 and 255, where oldmin,
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Figure 3: Process of the reliability metric calculation.

oldmax, newmin, and newmax are 0, 1, 1, and 255 respectively.

newvalue = (oldvalue−oldmin)×(newmax−newmin)
oldmax−oldmin + newmin (4)

4.2. Reliability metric

As depicted in Figure 3, for calculating the reliability metric, the proposed

method computes the peer credibility which shows the reputation of the peer

based on the trust values of the Data messages it has sent. The reliability metric

for the interface is its credibility value in the range of 1 and 255. To estimate the

trust value of the Data message, three parameters will be considered: popularity,

negative feedback, and credibility of the peers who have sent this Data message.

Primarily, the popularity is proportional to the number of the request that a

router receives for a given Data message, negative feedback is a criterion to

measure a number of negative consumers' responses for a given Data message,

and finally, the credibility value is validity of the peers sending a given Data

message. Moreover, in the proposed method, the negative feedback for a given

Data message is an Interest message that contains hash of that Data message

in its Exclude field. In this case, a user does not need to send an extra message

as a negative feedback.

As shown in Algorithm 1, by receiving an Interest message for given Data

message c from a peer, popularity of this data will be increased based on the

peer's credibility. However, if the Interest message includes the Exclude field
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of Data message c, negative feedback will be increased according to the peer's

credibility. Furthermore, by receiving a new Data message, the trust value of

the Data message will be computed, and credibility of the peers will be updated

as illustrated in Algorithm 2. We define the default credibility for each peer of

the router, and the procedure will be done according to the following steps.

Algorithm 1: Receive an Interest from peer j

Input : Interest i, random value 0 < p < 1.

1 if (Interest i excludes a cached content c) then

2 Increase the negative feedback for content c;

3 else

4 increase popularity of content c;

5 end

6 if (Cache contains corresponding content c for Interest i and content c is

not excluded Interest i) then

7 Tn(c)←− Compute (9);

8 CRn
j ←− Compute (11) to update credibility of peer j;

9 if (Tn(c) > p) then

10 Forward content c to peer j;

11 Drop Interest i;

12 else

13 Drop content c from the cache;

14 Update PIT table;

15 Forward Interest i according to FIB;

16 end

17 else

18 Update PIT table;

19 Forward Interest i according to FIB;

20 end

(1) By receiving a new Interest message for Data message c, if it does not
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Algorithm 2: Receive a Data message from peer j

Input : Content c, random value 0 < p < 1.

1 Tn(c)←− Compute (9);

2 CRn
j ←− Compute (11) to update credibility of peer j;

3 if (Tn(c) > p) then

4 Forward Content (c) toward the user according to PIT table;

5 Add content c to the cache;

6 else

7 Drop Content c;

8 end

exclude c, the popularity of c will be raised based on the peer's credibility

CRj as shown in (5). Therefore, the ratio of the popularity of message c

in respect to the total popularity of Data messages that a router received

will be computed λ(c) as shown in (6).

πc =
∑

j∈sr,c
CRj (5)

λ(c) =
πc

j=nc∑
j=1

πcj

(6)

(2) However, if the Interest contains the Exclude field of message c, it will be

considered as a negative feedback, and the negative feedback parameter of

message c will be increased according to the peer's credibility value which

sends this Interest message as depicted in (7).

fc =
∑

j∈sf,c
CRj (7)

(3) To calculate the trust value of the Data message, a router gives a value

to each Data message based on information that the router can get from

the network. The trust value of message c is a combination of previous

trust value Tn−1(c) and current estimated one T̃ (c) as illustrated in (8).
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However, the default trust value is the credibility of the peer who has sent

this message first. Moreover, a peer is identified by an interface from which

the router receives a message, so the router gives credibility to each of its

interfaces. Default credibility updating based on the trust value is also

considered for each peer in the start.

Trust is a value between zero and one where one means prefect trust and

zero means distrust. Furthermore, β is a parameter in the range of [0, 1]

to weight between the previous value and the new estimated one, where a

large β means the trust value depends more on the previous value than the

current estimated one.

Tn(c) =




βTn−1(c) + (1− β)T̃ (c), n > 0

CRj , n = 0
(8)

Therefore, by receiving a new Data message, the peer's credibility sending

that new Data message is considered as the trust value of the message.

While at the start, negative feedback and popularity parameters are zero,

through time, these parameters should be considered in estimating the data

trust value as shown in (9). Therefore, the currently estimated trust value

T̃ (c) consists of the average credibility of peers who have sent this Data

message, popularity ratio, and exponential decay of fc. The |Ss,c| value

defines number of peers that have sent Data message c to the router, there-

fore, average credibility can be computed by dividing the total credibility

value to |Ss,c|. Furthermore, to decrease the trust value by receiving nega-

tive feedback with higher rate than increasing rate, we consider exponential

decay for negative feedback. Therefore, as shown in (9), the currently es-

timated trust function rises with increasing credibility and popularity and

lessens exponentially with increasing negative feedback fc.

T̃ (c) =

λ(c) e−fc
∑

j∈Ss,c

CRj

|Ss,c|
(9)

(4) Then, the peers' credibility will be updated based on the trust value. As

illustrated in (10), credibility is composed by the previous value CRn−1
j
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and the currently estimated one C̃Rj . The default credibility is considered

for every peer of the router at the start, and γ is a parameter to weight

between the previous credibility value and the currently estimated one.

Bearing in the mind, that γ is a real number in the range of [0, 1], the

credibility value is also obtained in the range of [0, 1].

CRn
j = γCRn−1

j + (1− γ)C̃Rj (10)

As depicted in (11), the currently estimated credibility value is computed

by the weighted average of the trust value of Data messages that the peer

has sent. It is remarkable that the currently estimated credibility value

decreases sharply with invalid messages and increases slowly with valid

messages. This is due to the fact that the reverse trust value of each

message is considered as its weight to estimate C̃Rj . Furthermore, this

definition avoids an on-off attack [28] in which an attacker attempts to keep

his credibility level in a specific level with sending polluted and clean data

messages alternatively. In other words, in on-off attacks, attackers send

valid and invalid data alternatively to prevent reduction of their credibility

levels. To combat this behavior, not only does invalid data decrease trust

and credibility values as depicted in (8) and (11) respectively but also the

decreasing rate of the credibility value with invalid data is higher than the

increasing rate with valid data.

C̃Rj =
nc,j

nc,j∑
i=1

1
T (ci)

(11)

After that, the router decides to save or drop data with a probability which

is equivalent to its trust value.

(5) Finally, the reliability metric for each interface (peer) is calculated. The

reliability of the peer is its credibility rescaled by (4) to be in the range

of [1, 255], where oldmin, oldmax, newmin, and newmax are 0, 1, 1, and

255 respectively. The reason for this rescaling is due to the EIGRP metric
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mentioned in (1) where the reliability is the value in the range of [1, 255]

to support 64-bit calculations.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed methods through

simulations.

5.1. Simulation environment

To assess the performance of the proposed method, we carry out the simu-

lations through an open source ndnSIM package[29, 30]. The ndnSIM package

is developed to implement NDN environment in the NS-3 based simulator [31].

The ndnSIM package is implemented as a network-layer protocol which can run

on the top of either the network-layer, link-layer or transport-layer protocols.

Moreover, ndnSIM includes a separate module for implementing PIT, FIB and

content store in NDN. To implement the proposed reliable forwarding method,

we have modified FIB to select the interface based on the proposed method and

modified content store (CS) as well in order to save or drop packets according

to the trust value measured in the proposed method. Moreover, in the proposed

method, a consumer's request with the Exclude field of the specific Data mes-

sage is considered as a negative feedback for that Data message. However, we

assume that FIB is filled with all available paths3, and the proposed method

is applied to select the best path among available paths in the FIB for a given

content.

The simulations are performed on two typologies, namely, the hop distance

scenario and the Xie-complex (XC) scenario which is used in the previous works

[32, 33, 26, 34] as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. As depicted

in 4, in the hop distance scenario, different distances of the valid provider to

3FIB can be filled with any routing protocol such as NLSR. However, since the routing

protocol is not considered in this paper, the FIB from start of the simulation will be filled

with all available paths.
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the users are evaluated, and in all cases, the hop distance scenario consists

of the attacker as an invalid provider which injects fake data in the network.

Moreover, the invalid provider injects fake contents to the network until the 14th

second of the simulation time. The XC scenario includes nine end nodes and

nine intervening routers. Two of the end nodes are providers; one is the valid

provider and the other one is the invalid provider as an attacker which injects

fake data during simulation time. The seven remaining end nodes are users who

request data during simulation time. The proposed method is compared with

the conventional method (best-route strategy) [29, 17] in which the Interest is

forwarded to the cheapest interface (the lowest path cost) determined by the

routing protocol. Furthermore, round trip time (delay) of receiving the Data

packet is considered as the cost metric for the best route strategy in ndnSIM.

In addition to, in the hop distance scenario, we evaluate our method in the

worst cases where the attacker keeps a fixed distance to the user as near as

single hop while the invalid provider's distance increases in each case. First,

we consider three cases in which the valid provider's distance increases from

one hop to three hops, and we evaluate our method and compare it against the

conventional method during simulation time. Thus, we compare our method

against the conventional method in terms of increasing distance between the

valid provider and the user. Note that the main purpose of the proposed method

is ranking the interface according to new metrics with considering the validity

parameter. This ranking can be also used in multicast forwarding. In this

paper, we want to show that the ranking of our method is acting better than

the previous method. Although multicast forwarding can give more choices

than unicast in the case that finding a way to a producer is an issue, it is not a

problem in our scenario. Rather, how to fetch and send valid data is the issue

we focus in this paper, which is independent of the forwarding protocols such

as unicast or multicast. Therefore, we compare the proposed method with the

best-route strategy which is a unicast forwarding method for simplicity.

The details of the simulation for the hop distance and XC scenarios are

depicted in Table 2. Additionally, consumers follow the Constant Bit Rate
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Figure 4: The considered scenario with the distance of m hops between the user and

the valid provider.

(CBR) distribution with the frequency of 10 packets per second to send their

requests, and the limited same size is considered for all of the router caches.

Moreover, we consider 10 millisecond as default RTT for each prefix in routers.

5.2. Performance metrics

To evaluate the proposed method, a number of the invalid data packets,

the ratio of the invalid received data packets, delivery ratio, delay, a number

of propagated Interest messages, a number of dropped Interest messages, and

a number of dropped Data messages are measured during the simulation time.

Each metric is described in details as follows:

1. Number of invalid data packets: To evaluate how a forwarding strategy

can have effect on returning valid data, the number of invalid data packets

received by consumers is measured. The computation is done for both,

the proposed reliable forwarding method and the conventional forwarding

method (best-route strategy).

2. Ratio of the invalid data packets: We also measure the ratio of the invalid
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Figure 5: The considered XC topology included nine end nodes and nine intervening

routers.

data packets to the total packets that consumers receive, and we compare

the proposed forwarding method and the conventional forwarding method

from this perspective as well. Due to this metric, the percentage of the

invalid data packets received by consumers can be estimated.

3. Delivery ratio: The ratio of the satisfied Interest messages over total sent

Interest messages is considered as delivery ratio. Due to the delivery

ratio, we can compute and compare the percentage of the satisfied Interest

messages in the proposed and conventional forwarding methods.

4. Delay : Another parameter that is computed in this paper is a delay metric.

The delay metric represents the delay between the first Interest message

sent and the corresponding valid Data message received by the consumer.

Therefore, the delay metric includes time of the Interest retransmissions

as well; however, if valid data is not received during the simulation time,

the delay metric will not be computed for this message.
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Table 2: Simulation Parameters

Parameter
Hop distance

scenario
XC

Ethernet Link data rate (Mbps) 1 1

Network access layer protocol Point to Point Point to Point

Link delay (ms) 10 10

Queue length (max packets) 20 20

Traffic type CBR CBR

Request rate (Interest packets/second) 10 10

Number of consumers 2 7

Number of providers 2 2

Data size (byte) 1024 1024

α 0.4 0.4

β 0.6 0.6

γ 0.6 0.6

d 1 1

Simulation time (sec) 20 60

5. Number of propagated Interest messages: The total number of Interest

messages propagated in the network is measured for both the proposed

method and the conventional method.

6. Number of dropped Interest messages: The total number of dropped In-

terest messages in the network is also evaluated. There are several reasons

for the drop of Interest messages in the network. For example, if a router

does not create PIT for the requested Interest message (e.g., becuase there

is no way from that router to a provider), receives the duplicate Interest

message, or does not forward the Interest message (e.g., because of the

link failure), the router will drop the Interest message.

7. Number of dropped Data messages: The total number of dropped data

messages in the network. For example, link failure or invalid data may

cause the case.
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Figure 6: Number of invalid data packets received by consumers in the one hop

distance scenario (worst case with m=1).

5.3. Simulation results

In this subsection, the simulation results for different cases of the scenario

depicted in Figure 4, namely, one, two, three, m hops distance scenarios, and

the XC topology illustrated in 5 are outlined in the light of the aforementioned

performance metrics.

One hop distance scenario: This scenario includes two users, a valid provider,

and an invalid provider where the distance between users and the providers,

either valid or invalid, is one hop.

During the simulation time, the users send requests that can be replied by ei-

ther a valid or an invalid provider. However, since the path from the intervening

router to either the valid or invalid provider has the same cost, the conventional

forwarding method selects one of them randomly. In the case that the con-

ventional method selects the invalid path (worst case), the number of invalid
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Figure 7: Average number of invalid data packets received by consumers in the one

hop distance scenario (m=1).

packets, which consumers receive, increases linearly as illustrated in Figure 6.

However, in the proposed forwarding method, the intervening router changes

the path adaptively according to (1). In addition, since in the conventional

method, the router can select the path toward the valid provider in the one

hop distance scenario, average number of invalid data packets in the case that

the router selects a valid or an invalid provider is shown in Figure7. Moreover,

the negative feedback has an effect on selecting the path in the proposed reli-

able forwarding method. With increasing the number of negative feedback for

the packets received from the interface connected to the invalid provider, the

reliability metric and the ranking metric of this interface will decrease in the

intermediate router. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 8, the ratio of the invalid

received data packets declines in the proposed method while in the conventional

method, the ratio of the invalid received data packets will remain one in the
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Figure 8: Ratio of the invalid data packets received by consumers in the one hop

distance scenario (worst case with m=1).

worst case as long as the invalid provider produces fake contents and injects

them to the network (until the 14th second of the simulation time). However,

average ratio of invalid data packets in the cases that the conventional method

selects a valid or an invalid provider is also illustrated in Figure9.

It is noticeable that the reason for fluctuation of the proposed method is that

the router evaluates the validity of content with information that it receives from

the network such as negative feedback from users. Therefore, when there is no

information of data (e.g., because it is new Data), the router accepts it, and

in the case that this is invalid data, the ratio of invalid data will be increased.

However, if after the router receives more information from that Data, the router

estimates Data as an invalid one, then the ratio of invalid data will be decreased.

This process continues with receiving new Data so fluctuations can be seen in

the proposed method as a result of estimating valid data in routers.
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Figure 9: Average ratio of the invalid data packets received by consumers in the one

hop distance scenario (m=1).

Furthermore, in the worst case of the one hope distance scenario, when

the router selects the path ended with the invalid provider in the conventional

method, the number of the unsatisfied Interest messages will rise continuously.

However, in the proposed method, the intermediate router can change the for-

warding path adaptively according to the network conditions, so the number

of the unsatisfied Interest messages will decrease. Therefore, as shown in Fig-

ure 10, in the proposed method, delivery ratio increases to 90% which is much

higher than the conventional forwarding method in the worst case. In addition,

the proposed method depends on different parameters such as delay, load, and

reliability can change the rank of each interface frequently by receiving a new

packet. Therefore, the fluctuation in the proposed method graphs is due to

dynamical updating in ranking of the interfaces and selecting different paths

accordingly. Moreover, average delivery ratio in conditions of selecting a valid
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Figure 10: Delivery ratio in the one hop distance scenario (worst case with m=1).

or an invalid provider by the conventional method is depicted in Figure11.

Two hops distance scenario: In this scenario, distance between users and the

invalid provider is one hop while the distance between the users and the valid

provider increases to two hops. Therefore, the delay metric for the path ended

with the valid provider is more than the path ended with the invalid provider in

router R1. While the conventional method selects the interface with the least

delay toward the provider, the proposed method considers the other metrics such

as reliability to select the best interface toward the proper provider. Due to this

fact, the proposed method can forward more Interest messages toward the valid

provider, so the number of invalid data packets and the ratio of invalid received

data packets are less in the proposed method than the conventional method as

shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 respectively. Although the reliability metric is

less for the interface connected to the invalid provider than the interface ended

with the valid provider in router R1, the delay metric has the higher value for
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Figure 11: Average delivery ratio in the one hop distance scenario (m=1).

the interface ended with a valid provider than the interface connected to the

invalid provider. Therefore, some of the Interest messages go toward the invalid

provider since the metric (1) becomes less for the interface connected to the

invalid provider than the interface connected with the valid provider. However,

as shown in Figure 14, delivery ratio in the proposed method is much higher than

the conventional method which shows that the proposed method can mitigate

the effect of this attack.

Three hops distance scenario: In this scenario, the distance between users

and the valid provider is three hops while like the previous scenarios there is one

hop distance between users and the invalid provider. Moreover, in comparison

to the previous scenarios, the distance between users and the valid provider

increases while the distance between users and the invalid provider is the same.

Due to this, in most of the simulation time, although the reliability parame-

ter is higher for the interface connected to the valid provider than the interface
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Figure 12: Number of invalid data packet received by consumers in the two hops

distance scenario (m=2).

connected to the invalid provider, the delay parameter and metric (1) in our pro-

posed method have higher values for the interface connected to the valid provider

than the interface connected to the invalid provider in router R1. Therefore,

most of the time, the ranking of the interface connected to the invalid provider

is higher than the interface connected to the valid provider. However, during

the injection of contents to the network by the invalid provider, the path toward

the invalid providers is always preferred in the conventional method. Therefore,

the number of invalid data packets and the ratio of the invalid received data

packets are higher in the conventional method than the proposed method as

shown in Figure 15 and Figure16 respectively. Furthermore, although the de-

livery ratio is higher in the proposed method than in the conventional method,

the delivery ratio decreases in our method in compare to the previous scenarios

as illustrated in Figure 17.
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Figure 13: Ratio of the invalid data packets received by consumers in the two hops

distance scenario (m=2).

Table 3: Comparing the number of Interest messages propagated in the network, and

total number of dropped Interest and Data packets by the Proposed Method over the

conventional method in the hop distance scenarios.

Method Scenario
Propagated

Interest

Dropped

Interest

Dropped

Data

proposed method

One hop distance 501 0 27

Two hop distance 698 0 67

Three hop distance 796 0 98

conventional method

One hop distance 568 0 49

Two hop distance 777 0 109

Three hop distance 807 0 110

Comparing delay in the three aforementioned scenarios: As shown in Figure

18, we compare the average delay of receiving valid data packets by consumers
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Figure 14: Delivery ratio in the two hops distance scenario (m=2).

Table 4: Comparing average delay of received valid data, number of Interest messages

propagated in the network, and total number of dropped Interest and Data packets

by the Proposed Method over the conventional method in the XC topology.

Method
delay

(second)

Propagated

Interest

Dropped

Interest

Dropped

Data

Proposed-method o.21 18531 0 266

Conventional-method 0.067 23670 0 1748

in the three aforementioned scenarios. While in the proposed method, average

delay is less than 0.1 second in the one hope distance scenario, the average delay

is around 0.06 second in the conventional method. We should mention that in

the worst case of the one hope distance scenario since the consumers do not

receive any valid data packet in the conventional method, no delay can be cal-

culated for this method. Therefore, the average delay is just calculated in the

case that the router selects the valid provider. Moreover, while in the conven-
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Figure 15: Number of invalid data packet received by consumers in the three hops

distance scenario (m=3).

tional method when the valid provider is farther than the attacker, all requests

go toward the invalid provider, in the proposed method, the request based on

metric (1) can still go toward the valid provider. Furthermore, in the proposed

method when the routers receive negative feedback from users, they (routers)

can retransmit the request to another interface to get valid data packets. Due

to these facts, for the sake of receiving valid data packets, the average delay of

the proposed method will increase in the second and third scenarios. However,

the average delay remains less than 0.5 second in all scenarios. Furthermore, as

shown in Figure 18, in two and three hops distance scenarios, the average delay

of the proposed method is higher in comparison to the conventional method.

Although the average delay of receiving valid data messages is higher in the

proposed method in contrast to the conventional one, the number of received

valid data messages and ratio of the satisfied Interest messages are higher in the
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Figure 16: Ratio of the invalid data packets received by consumers in the three hops

distance scenario (m=3).

proposed method as well.

Comparing the number of propagated Interest messages and dropped Interest

and Data messages in the three aforementioned scenarios: As shown in Table

3, the total number of Interest messages propagated in the network has higher

values in the conventional method than the proposed method. This is due to

the fact that an Interest message can be satisfied with valid Data faster in the

proposed method than the conventional method, therefore, the total number of

propagated Interest messages in the proposed method is less than the conven-

tional method. Moreover, since there is no link failure in the aforementioned

scenarios and all the routers have a path to providers, the total value of dropped

Interest messages in the proposed method and the conventional method has zero

values. However, although there is no link failure in the aforementioned scenar-

ios, the users will drop invalid Data messages. Since the number of invalid
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Figure 17: Delivery ratio in the three hops distance scenario (m=3).

Data received by the users in the proposed method is less than the conven-

tional method, the total number of dropped Data messages in the proposed

method is less than the conventional method. Note that the behavior of the

proposed method and the conventional method is almost the same in the other

hop distance scenarios, therefore, we avoid showing them in Table 3.

M hops distance scenario: We also evaluate our proposed method against the

conventional method with increasing the valid provider's distance from the user

up to twelve hops, and for one hop distance scenario, the worst case is considered

in this scenario. As shown in Figures 19, 20, and 21, with increasing the number

of hops, although the proposed method still acts better than the conventional

method, the difference between the proposed method and the conventional one

is reduced. This is due to the fact that the delay of the valid path becomes

higher than the invalid path. For that, the value of metric (1) calculated in

Router 1 has higher value, which makes the rank of the interface connected
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Figure 18: The average delay of receiving valid data packets in the hop distance

scenario.

to the invalid provider become higher than the interface connected to the valid

provider during most of the simulation time. Moreover, since in the conventional

forwarding method, the shortest path is selected to retrieve data, in all cases

the path connected to invalid provider is selected to retrieve data. Due to this

fact, in the conventional method, the average number of invalid data packets,

the average ratio of the invalid received data packets, and average delivery

ratio have constant values in all cases, as shown in Figures 19, 20, and 21

respectively. Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 22, although the average delay

of the proposed method is higher than the conventional method up to three

hops distance in the sake of fetching more valid data, the delay of the proposed

method and the conventional method becomes almost same with increasing

number of hops.

XC topology: Conclusively, we evaluate our proposed method against the
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Figure 19: Average number of invalid data packets received by consumers in terms

of increasing distance between the valid provider and the user.

conventional method in the XC topology as well. In this scenario, we consider

two of the end nodes as providers where one of them is the valid provider and

the other one is the invalid provider which injects fake data to the network.

The remaining end nodes are considered as users and simulation time is 60

seconds but the users send request from the start of the simulation up to 52

seconds. As shown in Figure 23, in the conventional method, the number of

invalid data packets increase linearly until the users send requests (52 seconds).

However, as illustrated in Figure 23, in the proposed method, the number of

invalid data is much less during the whole simulation time than the conventional

method. Moreover, as shown in Figure 24, in the proposed method, the ratio

of invalid data packets is high in the start since the intervening routers do

not have any information of the validity of data. However, as soon as routers

receive information such as negative feedback from users, the ratio of the invalid
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Figure 20: Average ratio of the invalid data packets received by consumers in terms

of increasing distance between the valid provider and the user.

data decreases exponentially in the proposed method while in the conventional

method, fifty percent of received data is invalid during the simulation time.

Accordingly, as depicted in Figure 25, delivery ratio of the proposed method

increases to more than ninety percent and is much higher than the conventional

method which remains in fifty percent.

As shown in Table 4 , a number of propagated Interest messages is higher

in the conventional method than the proposed method. This is due to the fact

that users will be satisfied with receiving valid data more prompt in the pro-

posed method than the conventional method. Moreover, higher rate of dropping

data messages in the conventional method in contrast to the proposed method

is caused by the higher number of received invalid data messages in the conven-

tional method compared to the proposed method. However, the average delay

of receiving valid data messages in the proposed method is higher than the con-
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Figure 21: Average delivery ratio of the valid packets by consumers in terms of

increasing distance between the valid provider and the user.

ventional method. Furthermore, since there is no link failure happens in this

scenario, the number of dropped Interest messages is zero in both methods.

6. Conclusion and future work

In spite of the IP network, the forwarding strategy in NDN can update

adaptively to enhance the network performance. The router uses a forward-

ing strategy to select a proper interface to forward Interest messages; however,

applying a suitable metric to select the best interface is challenging. There-

fore, in this paper, we have presented a new forwarding approach that uses a

new metric called reliability, which includes popularity of content (data), neg-

ative feedback, and credibility of peers, to forward Interest messages toward

a provider in NDN. The proposed method consists of the other parameters,

namely, load, bandwidth, and delay as well. The performance of the proposed
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Figure 22: The average delay of receiving valid data packets in terms of increasing

distance between the valid provider and the user.

reliable forwarding approach is investigated under different scenarios and by

computing different performance metrics. The results show that the proposed

method can mitigate the effect of the attack which injects fake contents to the

network compared to the conventional forwarding method.

In future work, we would like to evaluate the performance of the proposed

method in the presence of different kinds of attacks such as selective forwarding

attacks.
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Figure 23: Average number of invalid data packets received by consumers in the XC

topology.
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Figure 24: Average ratio of the invalid data packets received by consumers in the

XC topology.
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Figure 25: Average delivery ratio of the valid packets by consumers in the XC

topology.
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